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Moving Up
Non Profit
The Board of Trustees of Caring for Kids, Inc., a Valley based non-profit corporation whose mission is to
bring hope and care for hurting children and families through raising funds and needed resources, has
elected Todd Stottlemyre to be the Chairman of its Board of Trustees. Stottlemyre is a former Arizona
Diamondback baseball player. (Photo not provided)
Glory Berry, a Phoenix area small businesswoman and educator is the newly elected
President of the Tempe Charter Chapter of Arizona Businesswomen’s Association.
Berry’s key tasks will be to grow the chapter, keep it fresh and viable by adding new
members to fill future positions. The Chapter's theme is "Grow your chapter, grow
yourself through leadership succession." American Business Women's Association
(ABWA), a national organization, was formed in 1949 by Kansas City, Missouri
businessman Hilary A. Bufton Jr., who recognized the positive impact women had on
the economy. With 11 chapters in the Phoenix Metropolitan area and one express
network in Scottsdale, the Thirty-three year old Tempe Charter Chapter is one of the oldest chapters in
Arizona. (Photo by: Digital Art by Robert Smith RsmithEDG@aol.com)

Marketing and Public Relations
Susan Ratliff, President of Exhibit Experts, a trade show display products company,
was one of 20 local women recently honored for their outstanding accomplishments,
integrity and community service at the Diamonds and Pearls, Legacy & Destiny
Luncheon held by Women's Missionary Society of the African Methodist Episcopal
Church at the Ritz Carlton.TEC

Letters
To the Ebony Cactus Magazine Staff. I am a new entrepreneur living in the Bronx, New York. I am looking
forward to receiving my first copy of Ebony Cactus Magazine!
- Anonymous
Please add me to your e-mail subscription list. I am a former Phoenix native now living in Baton Rouge,
La.
Spencer
I would like to subscribe to your Internet magazine. I am really intrigued by the idea of an Internet
magazine.
Stephanie
Dear TEC, I am new to the Phoenix area, from San Diego, and would like to subscribe to your magazine.
Your magazine has been a great source of information and I look forward to reading it regularly.
Kellee
Index

TEC
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TECSupport
The goal of TECSupport is to help your business gain a competitive edge. The
procedure is as follows, send in a line business question and The Ebony Cactus will
seek to have the question answered by an expert. Selected questions and
responses will be published in upcoming issues of the magazine.
The Question:
“What your most pressing business need.”
The Answers:
Lal Fernando, President New Era Children’s Fund. 602-740-6100.
h t t p : / / w w w . n e w e r a c h i l d r e n s f u n d . o r g .
L a l @ n e w e r a c h i l d r e n s f u n d . o r g . In January 2004 I launched a book
collection program. By the 31st of July, we had collected 40,000 books for
children and schools. We have the huge capability, but we are confronted with
the limitations of funding of transport and volunteers. Any assistance would be
greatly appreciated. ECAudio Dialup ECAudio Broadband
Johnnie Funderburg, Procurement Management Analyst Maricopa County.
602-506-8647. What I am finding is the most pressing need for small businesses
lies between being qualified and being the most qualified. In most contracts we
look for the most qualified people instead of giving the qualified people an
opportunity as well. We are trying to find ways to give qualified people smaller
projects until they build up their credibility. ECAudio Dialup ECAudio Broadband

Charles
H u g h e s , Hughes Appraisal Group 480-451-7585,
Hughes2x@aol.com. We have been appraising residential housing for the
past 32 years. Our most pressing issue is appraising a house with the correct
values. We are under a lot of pressure from mortgage loan companies to increase
value. A lot of times the value is just is not there to be increased. When we do not
come in with the value they want, we are fired. We are fired quite often. It is an
issue of being morally honest. ECAudio Dialup ECAudio Broadband

Thurston
L e e , TLambda Inspections LLC. 480-797-0168,
http://www.tlambda.com, t h u r s t o n . l e e @ t l a m b d a . c o m . One of the
biggest issues facing me as a small business person is the marketing and
promotion of my business. That includes letting individuals know or assuring
individuals of my competency. That I can do an excellent job.

VIP
Summary
In this article
you will learn
the most
important
needs and
concerns of
4 minority
owned
businesses.

The question for next edition (September 21, 2004) is “How do I choose
marketing consultant that is right for my business?” Please submit your
response to TEC@Theebonycactus.com with your name and phone number. If
your response is selected we will call to get a photo and recording for ECAudio. TEC

Index
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Angienuity

Living in America

by Angela Brooks

by George B. Brooks, Jr. Ph.D

Sleeping on the Job
Other people’s personalities have a peculiar way of
defining us, if we’re not careful. Many years ago, during
my years as a line operator within a fiberglass lamination
factory, I encountered a variety of personality types. A
formative time for me as an up and coming professional
(as later described in Arizona’s
BizAZ magazine in 2003), I paid
very close attention to the ways
and words of those around me. A
quick study, one of the things I
learned early on was that those
who progressed most were those
wh o m a d e
t h e ms e l v e s
accessible to information and
opportunity.
Upon my hire at the factory, my
father, being the wise man he is,
gave me two bits of wisdom that
served me well then and now.
Dad said, “Angie, learn anything
positive they want to train you in
because the more you know the
more valuable you are to the
company and by the way... Don’t wear out your
welcome.” The latter was pointed out to me after I’d
become complacent from in a good job. He meant that I
should not stay too long lest I rot in stagnation. My failure
was in mimicking the opposing culture around me at the
job-site. Those who’s influence of nonchalant learning
and information gathering was less than acceptable.
Those who’d made themselves satisfied with not what life
handed them but, rather, what they’d grasped for. In
hindsight I was able to discern they had, out of
desperation and due in part from a basic lack of
confidence in themselves, had developed an inability to
stay awake when learning was offered.

Index
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VIP
Are you a Very Important Person? As a reader of this
magazine, we think you are. Like most VIPs you have
numerous issues competing for your time. There never
seems to be enough hours in the day. Reading the Ebony
Cactus can be a time consuming activity. There is a lot of
valuable information crammed into it and it takes time to
sort out what you need to read, and when. To save you
time, we are now offering VIP Summary before each
major feature article. A VIP (Value in Presentation)
Summary, is a simple straight forward explanation (value
statement) of the direct benefit to you of reading a
particular article. For example the VIP Summary for this
editorial would read:

“In this editorial you will be introduced to a new time
saving feature of the Ebony Cactus called VIP, that will:
•
•
•
•

Allow you to quickly identify articles of maximum
value to you.
Decrease your reading time.
Allow for better time management.
Increase the value of the EC magazine to you.”

The VIP summary of each feature will be placed at the
opening of the section. All VIP summaries will also be
repeated in the index.
Since we are talking about valuable information, over the
past few months we have been presenting a series of
article called focusing on Suppler Diversity best
practices for a number of major corporations and
municipalities. We encourage you to take a look at them
for they contain valuable information on how to do
business with the following entities:
The Tourism and Sports Authority Feb. 6, 2004
http://www.theebonycactus.com/tecfb104.pdf

Sleeping on the job can be a metaphor for many things
like: lack of mental, spiritual or emotional growth in life. It
could also mean metaphorically, intellectually not
progressing which, in a sense is our job as a humanbeing. Advancement is not an option.

The City of Phoenix Jan. 6, 2004 and Feb. 21, 2004

In this and future issues we seek to provide value to you
by presenting more apparently useful information that, in
many cases, is hidden. One of our key goals is to
enhance you, the small business person, supplier
diversity officer, vendor, manager, administrator or
consumer by supplying you with the tools to make
decisions that will assist you in advancing by developing
life strategies for success. We’ve assembled an eclectic
group of business folk for your review. I encourage you
to read and digest the information with an open mind.
Remember, great ideas can come from the most unlikely
sources. To you be glory in life and in business!

Arizona State University Apl. 21, 2004

http://www.theebonycactus.com/tecjn104.pdf
http://www.theebonycactus.com/tecfb204.pdf

Valley Metro (Light Rail) Feb. 21, 2004
http://www.theebonycactus.com/tecfb204.pdf

http://www.theebonycactus.com/tecap204.pdf

Southwest Gas Aug. 21, 2004
http://www.theebonycactus.com/tecau204.pdf

With the building economy, many of these organizations
are now issuing numerous RFPs. Reading these articles
will enhance your opportunity to compete successfully
for this business. Enough for now. On with the show.
TEC
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News
CHANDLER CENTER FOR THE ARTS
AWARDED $10,000

Chandler, AZ - Arizona
Public Service has
awarded $10,000 to
the Chandler Center
for the Arts to support the Center’s 2005 Family Series.
"This funding will subsidize artist fees, which will
enable us to maintain affordable ticket prices for family
programming. We are thankful to APS for supporting
our goal to reach more families . " Katrina Mueller,
Manager
"APS is proud to sponsor the Chandler Center for the
Arts Family Series. The Arts are in integral part of our
community. Our hope is that every family will have the
opportunity to experience the Arts.” Contact Angela
Creedon, APS. For more information about Chandler
Ce n t e r
f o r
t h e
A r t s
v i s i t :
http://www.chandlercenter.org.

TEN FINALISTS SELECTED FOR THE
GREATER PHOENIX CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE'S ANNUAL ATHENA
BUSINESSWOMAN OF THE YEAR
AWARD

Phoenix, AZ - They do it all - balance budgets, motivate
employees, serve on community boards, revitalize
cities, run a business, champion causes, mentor other
women and, most simply, give more than they take.
Who are they? They are the Greater Phoenix Chamber
of Commerce's 17th Annual ATHENA Award finalists.
This group of prestigious business women has been
singled out for their excellence in business and
leadership, dedication to the community and support
and mentorship of other women.
For 16 years, a Valley business woman has been
honored with the ATHENA Award, named after the
Greek goddess of courage and wisdom and a program
of the national ATHENA Foundation which is dedicated
to creating leadership opportunities for women. This
year's finalists for this notable honor are:

Index
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Deborah Carstens, Carstens Ranch Properties
Donna Davis, DIR Group, Inc.
Marge Ebeling, Arizona Integrated Medicine
Barbara Hoffnagle, SRP
Patricia Leach, HomeBase Youth Services, Inc.
Rita Meiser, Jennings, Strouss & Salmon, PLC
Pam Overton, Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Laura Palmer Noone, University of Phoenix

*
*

Sheryl Sculley, City of Phoenix
Mary Ellen Simonson, Lewis & Roca, LLP

The recipient of this year's ATHENA Award will be
announced at the luncheon on October 13, 2004 at the
Arizona Biltmore Resort & Spa.

FAMILY DIGEST'S SECOND ANNUAL BEST
COMPANIES FOR AFRICAN AMERICANS
AWARDS

Danville, CA - It is our pleasure to announce that after
extensive analysis of more than 775 U.S. corporations,
seven (7) companies have been selected as recipients of
awards as FAMILY DIGEST'S Best Companies for African
Americans - 2004. On behalf of FAMILY DIGEST'S more
than 2.6 million African American readers, we congratulate
these outstanding organizations for the opportunities for
advancement that they provide to African Americans, and
indeed, to all Americans.
FAMILY DIGEST'S extensive Best Companies survey
explores each company's work-family programs, flexiblework policies, hiring procedures, and mentoring programs.
The enduring characteristic of FAMILY DIGEST'S survey
is its focus on the results of company efforts as
demonstrated by the proportion of African Americans who
hold decision-making positions.
The seven (7) Best Companies for African Americans for
2004 being honored are: CIGNA, CINGULAR WIRELESS,
DENNY'S RESTAURANTS MORGAN STANLEY, NEW
YORK LIFE INSURANCE, PROCTER & GAMBLE and
WASHINGTON MUTUAL.
The companies were honored at an Awards Breakfast held
at the Riviera Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas, NV on July
3rd, and was published in the June 2004 issue of FAMILY
DIGEST magazine.
The survey results will be distributed to the White House,
members of the Cabinet, members of Congress - to
include the Congressional Black Caucus, more than 300
Black civic & professional organizations and media
outlets, general media outlets, and more than 200
universities - to include more than 100 historically Black
colleges & universities. We want America to know which
companies are meeting the challenge of a diverse
workforce. In this second year of the award, we're
continuing to make this project compelling and valuable to
African Americans and the companies that enjoy the
pleasure of their talent. FAMILY DIGEST is Black
America's Number 1 Relationship & Family Magazine.

Continued on the next page
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SOULJOURN, LLC BRINGS AFRICAN
AMERICAN CULTURAL TOURISM TO THE
FOREFRONT OF THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY

New York, N.Y. What do you do after successfully
delivering an idea whose time has come? You do it again!
Souljourn Across America, a national family vacation and
special events program, is the latest brainchild of
Souljourn, LLC, which conceived and published the
Souljourn City Guide Magazines that swept the tourism
industry last year. The company's exciting new venture will
build upon that success by providing a comprehensive
package of companion services, led by Chief Executive
Officer and Editorial Director Patrick Christofer Riley.
Quickly becoming an indispensable resource, the Souljourn
Guides were created for African American travelers
seeking to tap their roots by plugging into the cultural
current enlivening our country's great cities. The thorough
research, lively copy and insider tips help visitors make the
most of their time and money. Vacationers, business
travelers and family reunion planners relied on the Guides
to point the way to artistic, historical and entertainment
attractions. The magazines also pointed the way to Blackowned businesses appreciative of visitor support in
Atlanta, Chicago, New York and Los Angeles For more
information visit http://www.souljournonline.com.

INDIGO IMPRESSIONS LAUNCHES FINE
ART DVD MAGAZINE AND WEBSITE

forward initially through the arts which pave the way with
vision for the future. The destiny of a people is
determined by their image of themselves".
Indigo Impressions was conceived by Gerald Talifero,
the African-American fine artist and entrepreneur who
founded one of the first Afrocentric ecards websites in
1999. Initially Indigo Impressions was developed in
order to fill a void in Black fine art publications. However
while keeping its Black focus, Indigo Impressions has
developed into a multicultural venue.
"We are able to show a very balanced picture of the
International fine art world that appeals to a wide
audience" says Talifero. "Indigo Impressions is a
quarterly DVD-zine showcasing artists from all art
forms, using leading edge technologies to showcase
traditional arts. Interfacing the DVD with an online
website brings our subscribers the best of both
interactive worlds. They can interact with the artists as
well as with each-other via the website. We are primarily
geared to art collectors looking for high caliber artists.
The magazine's rounded artistic coverage will further
keep collectors on the pulse of the movements that
shape artistic vision".
Th e I n d i g o I m p r e s s i o n s w e b s i t e
at
http://www.indigoimpressions.com features an
Art Auction, over 150 free fine art eCards (many with
Romantic Poetry), a forum, galleries, stories, and
subscription to the Indigo Impressions DVD Magazine
and Free Monthly eNewsletter. Indigo Impressions also
offers online art classes, Art History Tours and a
calendar of art events letting people know what is
happening near them. TEC

Los Angeles, CA - Indigo Impressions, the DVD Magazine
of International Fine Arts
recently announced the
unveiling of its first issue
and corresponding website.
Indigo Impressions DVD
M ag a z in e
f ea t u re s
established and emerging
Black and Multicultural fine
art,
phot ography,
a rc hi te c tu re , p a in ti ng ,
jewelry, poetry, music and
films through interviews and on-location reporting. The DVD
plays in a DVD Player like an hour-long TV Show that also
interacts with the Internet via embedded links. The DVD
M a g a z i n e
i s
a v a i l a b l e
a t
http://www.indigoimpressions.com and aims to be
distributed via magazine stands internationally.
Says co-founder Johanna Garrick "Indigo Impressions is a
DVD Magazine dedicated to International Fine Arts, with a
focus on Black art and culture, providing uplifting and
inspiring images through the arts. Society is propelled
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BizNet Calendar
Arizona
September 15
Internet Marketing that Works: Using Statistics and Targeting to Create Campaigns
that Maximize Results
Location: Phoenix., Chamber Boardroom, 201 N. Central Ave., 27th Floor (meets every 3rd
Wednesday).Time: 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. The scheduled speaker is Jason Baer, president of Mighty
Interactive . Visit http://www.phoenixchamber.com for more information.

September 16
South Mountain/Laveen Chamber of Commerce Mixer
Location: Tempe. Time: 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m. Networking Mixers are the third Thursday of each month.
This month’s will be held at Newport Furnishings Roeser Road west of 40th Street. Free for
members. $10 for non-members PLEASE RSVP to: cat@southmountainchamber.com. Visit
the Chamber website at http://www.SouthMountainChamber.com.

September 28
Greater Phoenix Black Chamber of Commerce: Evening Networking Forum
Location: Phoenix. Time: 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. For more information visit:
http://ww.www.gpbcc.org/.

September 23
Greater Phoenix Chamber Family Owned Business Roundtable
Location: Phoenix. Time: 7:30 a..m. - 9:00 a.m. This event meets every 4th Thursday of the month at
the University Club, 39 E. Monte Vista. The facilitator will be Susan Williams, HR Choice, LLC.

October 1
Business Networking- First Fridays Phoenix ( FFP) 5th Anniversary
Location: Phoenix . Time: 6:00 p.m. -1: 00 a.m. The event will be held at the Airport Marriott Hotel. 1101
N. 44th Street. This monthly professionals network event, held at one of the city of Phoenix’s illustrious
resorts, is designed to assist small businesses gain exposure, connect with other vendors, product
suppliers and put them in touch with consumers from across the valley. For more information call 602273-7373 or visit http://www.1stfridaysphoenix.com.

October 13
Greater Phoenix Chamber's 17th Annual ATHENA Awards Luncheon
Location: Phoenix. Time: 11:15 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. This auspicious event will be held at the legendary
Arizona Biltmore Hotel and Resort , 2400 E. Missouri Ave. Contact the Phoenix Chamber of Commerce
at (602) 307-5200 or visit http://www.phoenixblackchamber.com for more information.

October 14
Greater Phoenix Black Chamber of Commerce: Breakfast Networking Forum
Location: Phoenix. Time: 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. Breakfast Networking Forums are held at APS Corporate
Offices, 400 North 5th Street, 2nd Floor.

October 18
Women I Should Know-(W.I.S.K.).
Location: Phoenix. Time: 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The event will be held at the University Club, 39 E.
Monte Vista Road. For more information email: M. Joyce Geyser at mjgpc@cox.net.
Index
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Continued on the next page
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California
September 16
San Diego Regional African American Chamber of Commerce Monthly Luncheon
Location: San Diego. Time: 11:30 a.m. Venue: TBD. $15 members (tax deductible); $20 non-members
For more information, phone: (619) 262-2121, or e-mail: sdcbcc@pacbell.net.

September 17
African American Business Women of Vision Monthly Networking Breakfast
Location: Mission Valley, California. Time: 7:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. Featured Speaker: TBD For more
information, phone: (619) 263-6868, or e-mail: Dee Sanford at http://ww.deesanford.com.

October 1
First Friday’s San Diego (FFSD) Monthly Business Mixer
Location: San Diego. Time: 5:30 p.m. -10:00 p.m. The mixer this month will be held at Gallery, 504 North
3041 University Ave. Smooth Jazz and R&B Favorites will be, appetizers, Business Card Drawing for door
prize and Local artists' works from throughout San Diego are all on tap for this fun and relaxing networking
event. The Guest Speaker: TBD. For more information visit: http://www.ffsd.com.

October 6
Blacks In Government Monthly Meeting
Location: San Diego Time: 5pm. This informative event will be held at the Malcolm X Library, 5148 Market
St. For more information, phone: 619- 545-2097 , e-mail: greater.san-diego@bignet.org or visit
http://www.bignet.org/regional/greater.san-diego

Nevada
September 22
Las Vegas Membershhip Luncheon
Location: Las Vegas. Time: 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. This event is to be held at the Four Seasons Resort
and Hotel, 3960 Las Vegas Blvd S. Las Vegas. Mayor Oscar Goodman will address the Chamber
concerning three topics: Homeland Security, Urban Redevelopment Progress and the 2005 Las Vegas
Centennial Celebration. For more information visit h t t p : / / w w w . l v c h a m b e r . c o m or email:
info@lvchamber.com.

September 24
Las Vegas Urban Chamber of Commerce Monthly Luncheon
Location: Las Vegas. Time: begins at 11:30am and TBA. Fee: $20 for members; $25 for non-members
and ALL walk-ins. RSVP at 702-648-6222. For more information call: Ph.: 702-648-6222, Fax: 702-6486223 or E-mail: info@urbanchamberlv.org. Sponsored by UCC.
TEC

How to use ECAudio files.
Whenever you see the ECAudio button there is a sound link behind it. Just click on it with the internet on,
and the file will open on the page usually within 12 seconds even with a 56K dial-up connection. If you
have broadband and would like to open the audio file in a separate window, use the broadband
button or the list of broadband audio links on page 31. Enjoy (Note: MAC-OSX users must use Acrobat.
“Preview” does not access all interactive functions.) If the ECAudio button does not
work, you may need to install or reinstall QuickTime or use the high speed links in the
back.

Index
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VIP
Summary

Congressman Harold
Ford Jr., on Small Business.
August 25 and 26 of 2004 Congressman Harold Ford Jr of
Tennessee visited the Phoenix metropolitan area to boost
presidential campaign of senators John Kerry and John Edwards.
In a breakfast meeting for the African American clergy sponsored by
Bishop Henry Barnwell of the Greater New Life Missionary Baptist
Church, Mr. Ford discussed basis of the Kerry Edwards small business
strategy. Congressman Ford said: “One of the greatest issues is
health care, the increase in health care is crippling small businesses
ability to grow.
•

Index

14

Kerry will lower or eliminate payroll taxes for any small business
under $5 million dollars that provides health care for their workers.

•

Cut taxes or provide credits to business who hire or create jobs in
the United States.

•

Lower the tax rates on people who earn between 50 and 75,000
dollars per year.”

In his visit Congressman Ford was accompanied by local Democratic
elected officials City Councilman Michael Johnson and State House of
representatives member Leah Landrum Taylor. TEC

A TEC Exclusive
Congressman Harold
Ford Jr. presents the
Democratic strategy
on small businesses.
Listen to Congressman
Ford’s full remarks via
ECAudio links below and
Cactus Internet Radio:

Hear remarks by
Congressman Ford:

ECAudio Dialup ECAudio Broadband

Hear remarks by State
Representative Leah
Landrum Taylor:

ECAudio Dialup ECAudio Broadband
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VIP
Summary
A TEC Exclusive
Phoenix Police Chief
Jack Harris discusses
needs of the Police
Department
regarding various
types of services that
could be filled by
minority vendors
and some detail on
how to do business
with the
department.

City of Phoenix Chief of Police Jack
Harris Addresses the Greater
Phoenix Black Chamber of
Commerce
In a detailed presentation, Jack Harris, the new Chief
of Police for Phoenix Arizona, addressed the recent September
morning networking breakfast of the Greater Phoenix Black
Chamber of Commerce (http://www.gpbcc.org) sponsored by
Arizona Public Service. The monthly networking breakfast is
hosted by the Chamber as an opportunity for the members to
network with each other and for the Chamber leadership to
commune with members.
In his remarks, the Chief discussed a variety of subjects important
to minority businesses including:
1.
2.

Listen to Chief Harris’s
full remarks via ECAudio
links below and Cactus
Internet Radio:

ECAudio Dialup ECAudio Broadband

3.

The need of the police department for services from
small business.
Several examples of services needed used by the
Department.
Examples on how to and how not to do business with the
Department

Chief Harris’ full remarks are now available on ECAudio To listen in
click the ECAudio buttons to the left. Afterwards, we invite you
to enjoy past editions of Chamber Talk at:
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com. TEC
Index
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W ell D o n e
Job Search / Local and National
In-depth, Reliable, Time Saving
Clerical
Outsource with ease. Contract or utilize services as
needed. Great for small businesses
Proofreading
Great for public speakers, corporate administrators,
various authors,
college students

Thomas & King, Inc. offers
M a n a g e r s ca r e e r b a la n c e
unparalleled in the restaurant
industry. You will discover
balance between work life and
personal life: short-term and longterm.
M a n a g e m e nt Op p o r t u ni ti e s
available to candidates with 2+
years CURRENT management
experience in a similar concept, or
GM experience in family dining.

It’s not done
until it’s
Well Done

•
•
•
•

S usan M o r r i s
602-738-0393
2drb@cox.net

•

Guaranteed bonus paid while in
training!
1st week paid vacation after 6
months!
401k after 90 days w/
company match!
Health benefits within 31 days
of start date!
P e r f o r m a n c e -b a s e d
promotions!
Forward your resume to:
Marlene Hunter
Fax: 480-513-9362
Email: mhunter@tandk.com

www.tandk.com

Classifieds
Employment
Financial Sales Representative
New England Financial/Progressive Financial Concepts , the premiere financial
services firm in the Valley of Sun is looking for sales oriented individuals to learn the
financial services business. With millions of baby
boomers heading towards retirement and a
significant transfer of wealth to occur in the next
two decades we need to hire and train success
oriented individuals to learn to counsel clients
regarding their financial future.
New England Financial/Progressive Financial Concepts offers
substantial training and the opportunity to work in a team based selling environment
building clientele through focused, targeted industry prospecting. We have an
exceptional team of specialists to support our representatives in assisting their clientele
towards financial success. We offer training compensation plus commissions and
benefits for those who qualify.
If you have a strong desire to help people, a successful business or school
background, and high income aspirations, please email your resume to
Jcleveland@pfc.nef.com call Jeffrey Cleveland at (602) 956-0956 to set up an
interview.
CD200209222 exp. 10/18/2005

Wanted: Experienced Grant Writer for grassroots non-profit agency.
Fax resume to: 602-437-8852 or e-mail lscphx@aol.com Ref. Georgia

http://www.gpbcc.org

Tyron J. Ivy, President/CEO
Prism Technology Solutions
GPBCC Member
Since 2002
The Greater Phoenix Black
Chamber of Commerce
A Winning Strategy
http://www.Prismtechsol.Com
click on radio button to hear the latest
GPBCC internet talk radio show >>>>>>>
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Black Gold

W
Chisara's
Gold™
Products

VIP
Summary
In this article you will
learn how Chisara’s
Gold, a product
invented by a
Glendale, Arizona
homemaker turned
entrepreneur was
developed when
she sought to cure
her own skin
cosmetic problems
and discovered she
could market her
secret to potential
health and beauty
professionals
nationwide.
by:
Angela Brooks

Business:
Personal Care
Specialty Product
Owner:
Cheryl-Chisara
Udo Mbano
Location:
P.O. Box 5145
Glendale, Arizona
85312-5145
Telephone:
602-938-2207
Internet
chisaragold@quest.net
http://ww
w.chisaragold.com

Year Established :
2001
Employees:
Less than 5

ith health and beauty
consciousness ever on the
rise, alternative means for skin,
body and hair care have gained
momentum in the United States
m a r k ets .
P h oe n i x
ar ea
entrepreneur Chisara Mbano is
poised to sweep into this new
market with a vengeance with
her new product
Chisara's
Gold™.

What is Chisara's Gold™? How did
you develop it?
Chisara's Gold™ is a multipurpose skin conditioning
balm with a Shea butter base. The mission of Chisara's
Gold™ Products is to combine ancient African
remedies in a natural personal care products that can
benefit the consumer’s health, the environment and
the economies of developing African countries.
Chisara’s Gold™ offers more than regular skin creams
(which have high water, mineral oil and/or petroleum
content and only temporarily moisten and soften the
skin). Our combination of Shea butter, emu oil and
special blend essential oils; improve circulation and
promote the healing of minor skin irritations.
I developed the product over a three-year period.
Primarily for my own use as I was recovering from a car
accident. As I shared the product with family and
friends, they encouraged me to develop it for the
consumer market. My husband Cal, whose father was
a traditional Igbo herbalist, has helped me perfect and
standardize the formula.
Continued on the next page

Index
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Continued from the previous page
Chisara is the name Cal gave me when we were married. It means God’s answer to
my prayer in Igbo. I decided to name the new balm, Chisara’s Gold™.

What is Shea butter?
It is a term commonly used for the nut butter of the Karite tree, which means “Tree of
Life”. Some Africans don’t know the term Shea butter; they call it Ori in Nigeria and
Oyi in Toga. The tree is only found in 19 countries (mostly sub-Saharan Africa) and
takes about 50 years to mature. Africa is the world supplier of Shea Butter.

What is the brief history of your product?
While traveling to West Africa in 2000, I was amazed at the youthful skin and agility
of many elder villagers. I wondered about their secret, since they did not use many
cosmetics or health and beauty aids. I inquired about what they used for a variety of
skin problems from dry skin to my minor wounds and over and over again I heard
reply, “Ori”. A few years ago, I fell and had a cut over my eye area. An African priest
advised me to us Ori. The substance was very different than other products I had
used, both in texture and aroma. I wanted a more refined product but, found that
many products available in the US market had been robbed of the natural benefits of
Shea butter. I decided to create my own product using golden, West African Shea
butter as a base.

How do your market?
I plan to use a combination of direct marketing and electronic technology to educate people about Chisara’s Gold™.
My husband and I are passionate about educating people about Africa. We naturally enjoy sharing the rich history of
Africa as we educate people about our products. The trademark was inspired by an original work of art; “The Shea
Butter Lady” painted for me by daughter, as a Mother’s day gift.

What is the market for this product?
The market for this product is within the emerging Natural Personal Care Industry. According to The U.S. Market for
Natural Personal Care Products the natural/organic skin care, hair care and cosmetics items are breaking the $3.9
billion mark at retail in 2003, and shall rocket to $5.8 billion by 2008.

Are you a vendor to resort spas, day spas, etc?
We are consigning the product to a day Spa in Arkansas and would like to do business with other retailers in the resort
spa and day spa industries.

How can cosmetologists or massage therapists use your product?
Those in the beauty industry can retail the product in their shops. Nail technicians can offer it to their clients to
improve the skin on hands and feet. The product can also be used for massage however we are developing a Chisara’s
Gold™ oil specifically to address that industry.

How do you produce your product?
Currently we make the product in small batches. As our clientele grows, we will outsource the production to a privatelabel manufacturer.

What is your business goal?
Our goal is for Chisara's Gold™ Products to be recognized among the top African-American, Natural Personal Care
Product, NPCP, and companies in the global industry. TEC

Index
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Chandler Center for the Arts
Marketing and Development Coordinator: Judi Johnson
Type: Non- Profit
Location:
250 North Arizona Ave.
Chandler, Arizona 85225-4567
Telephone: 480-782-2674
E-Mail: judi.johnson@ci.chandler.az.us
Website: http://www.chandlercenter.org/
Year Established: 1989

Summary

In this article you will learn
•

•

•

of an arts center useful:
to those who are seeking
unique venues to
facilitate meetings,
cultural events
of a beautifully designed
structure that an
accommodate several
different types of events
simultaneously.
You will also lean of a
center that presents path
potential supplier
diversity opportunities for
those involved with
businesses from facility
housekeeping to
construction.

August of 1989, the Chandler
S ince
Center for the Arts has been a
mainstay within the City of Chandler
in Arizona. A sprawling sixty-four
thousand square foot building, it can
effortless seat 1,600 for a single
presentation or feature multiple
events by simply retracting its
cleverly concealed walls. The
benefits to attending a show or
utilizing the facility are many for both
consumer and business person.

Arts - Chandler Center for the Arts

VIP

by: Angela Brooks

Continued on the next page
Index
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Continued from the previous page

The Chandler Center for
the Arts utilizes its facility in
part, upon the needs of
the public. Judy Johnson,
Ma rk e t in g
a n d
Development Coordinator
for the Chandler Center for
the Arts said, “It really all
depends on the needs of
our clients. We rent the
f a c i li t y t o v a ri o u s
bu sine sse s a nd
organization while also
providing an opportunity
for a totally different type of
event, such as a play, to be
held in a separate area.”
Johnson added, “We have
a unique partnership with
the Chandler Unified
School District and the City
of Chandler. It (Chandler
Unified School District) has
priority use of the facility
during weekdays. Friday
evening through Sunday,
the City of Chandler, which
appointed a Chandler
Culture Foundation, brings
in events totaling approximately fifteen to twenty events a year.”
Continuing in its quest for excellence, the Chandler Center for the Arts’ goals encompass building
membership and presenting the arts to under-served communities. Although the Chandler Center for
the Arts does not typically retain local talent as extras for its theater presentations, they do, however,
host a free summer series where the artists are all local. From time to time there are opportunities for a
local opening act. Johnson said, “Last year the Four Tops were with us but, came with no opening act.
We were able to offer a well-known local celebrity, Dennis Rowland ,the opportunity to open for a
nationally recognized talent.”
“In an age where fast- paced living seems to be the norm, increasing the awareness and interest in the
arts is a challenge,” said Johnson. “ On occasion, we’ll have guests attending one of our events who’ll
say that they didn’t realize we offered professional touring group presentations. Because the high
school is next door, they think we’re an extension of the school.” Marketing to the masses is something
the Chandler Center for the Arts does well. Understanding that their audience is diverse, the Center
develops public interest through movie theater pre-presentations, in a number of local community
newspapers electronic media and the more widely read state newspapers ( Arizona Republic and
Tribune).
The Chandler Center for the Arts, in many cases, could be regarded as one of the most functional event
venues in Arizona. Located near the heart of Chandler, Arizona and minutes from Phoenix metro, in just
fifteen short years it’s become an educational and entertainment hub. Once proclaimed ‘The place to
go for rest and privacy’ by golden era Hollywood movie stars; Chandler, Arizona seemed to always know
where “X” marked the spot. TEC
Index
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A Better Way
Alternative Dispute
Resolution

VIP
Summary
In this article you
will lean of a new
means of legal
conflict resolution
that:
Is less costly and time
consuming than
litigation.
As binding as the court
case.
Has the potential of
preserving the long
term relationship
between the
disputants.

by:
George B. Brooks, Jr.

Harold
Coleman, Jr., LTD.
Professional
Arbitrator/
Mediator
Advisory
Counsel
16870 West
Bernardo Drive,
Suite 400
San Diego,
California 92127
619.794.6001
hcoleman@adelphia.net

L

itigation is a constant threat in today’s society. Even
the smallest businesses now find it wise to take out
legal insurance to protect their assets. Even the board of
directors of a church must be afraid of liability. Some
would say, the system has become bloated, overloaded
and very costly in time and money. A no-win scenario.
However, when there is need for a change, innovation
rules and new solutions rise from the old. Thus is the case
with Alternative Dispute Resolution or ADR. We recently
had the opportunity to learn more about this new concept
in dispute resolution for Attorney Harold Coleman Jr., in
San Diego California.
What is Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)?
Alternative Dispute Resolution is a series of techniques available to resolve conflict short of
the traditional civil litigation model. Virtually everybody would agree that it takes far to long
to resolve in the legal system through the traditional court system. ADR provider creative
alterative such as interest based negotiation, third party mediation and private judges which
we call arbitration. I serve in all three capacities as a negotiator, professional mediator and
professional arbitrator to try to resolve conflicts in a more time efficient and less costly way
to the participants.

Continued on the next page
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Continued from the previous page

What is the difference between a mediator and a arbitrator?
A mediator is a neutral disinterested objective third party who assists the two disputants in
resolving their own conflicts. The mediator in effect, is a catalyst for resolution. The mediator’s
role is to facilitate the negotiation so that the parties to the dispute will identify their own
resolution. The mediator has no role in deciding the controversy.
An arbitrator on the other hand is in fact a private judge. When parties submit to private binding
arbitrator it means they are bound by the arbitrator's decision, just as they would be bound by
a judge and jury in court.

How did you move into ADR?
I went from engineering into law so that I could specialize in technical matters, because I
noticed that most lawyers were not conversant in the technical aspects of whatever the
underlying controversy was about. I noticed as a lawyer and trying cases in the court system,
that the traditional civil litigation model was simply unworkable. It costs too much, takes to
long and is procedure and process driven to the point where sometimes the substantive
aspects of a case and the efficiencies get totally overlooked. So I concluded that there had to
be a better way than the traditional model and that is what saw me into the mediation and
arbitration ranks.
One other byproduct of arbitration and mediation over the traditional court system model is
that the arbitrator or mediator will have subject matter expertise. So I can use my technical
expertise to assist parties in resolving disputes that require that kind of expertise. One could
never get that in the traditional court.

What is your educational and experiential background?
Education: My undergraduate education is in engineering, business, real estate and law.
Followed by formal legal education leading to a Juris Doctorate. Beyond that, I went on for
additional schooling to get credentialed as an arbitrator and a separate credential in mediation.
Additional schooling to become a credential instructor and I do training in Alternative Dispute
Resolution among other topics.
Experience: I started as technician. I moved on from there to project engineer where I
oversaw the design and construction of a variety of infrastructure type projects for a number
of public agencies. I then moved on to project management.

“Conflict
exists, it
will
always
exist. The
only issue
becomes
how we
go about
resolving
it.”
Harold
Coleman

As I moved higher through project management, I noticed my problem and challenges were
usually legal. Those challenges are what me interested in pursuing laws, particularly the
technical aspects of the law; architect/engineer malpractice, construction litigation and
product liability. Those kind of things where a technical background was helpful.
I practiced law for a many years in civil litigation trying a wide variety of cases, mostly real
estate construction and that is what saw me into arbitration and mediation, a far more business
friendly form for the resolution of those kinds of disputes.

What is the benefit of ADR?
Conflict exists, it will always exist. The only issue becomes how we go about resolving it. Can
we manage it effectively such that we resolve it early at a lot less cost, in a way that hopefully
preserves the long-term relationship between the disputing parties? If the answer to this
question is yes, we need to make sure we can resolve conflict and not let it spin out of control
into a risky and costly litigation experience, then that individual will likely embrace ADR and
then seek out the services of an experienced arbitrator and mediator. TEC
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Six Ways To Increase $ales By
Helping People Buy
Building relationships with prospects and earning their business by staying in
touch overtime is a great way to gradually ramp up revenue. But what do you
do if you want to make the sale today? Depending on your business, you may
not have the luxury of time to sell a prospect or you may want to increase
immediate ca$h flow to complement long-term sales.
Barry recently self-published a sales training manual and needs to ramp up
sales. George is opening an exercise facility and wants customers right away
so he can pay the rent. Martha helps corporations cut costs improving
manufacturing processes and needs more clients this month, and can’t wait
until next year.
Do you need to increase your income this week, and this month? What can
you do today to attract more clients and increase sales?
Here are six ways you can help prospects become clients and customers
today.

1.

Improve Your Marketing Message

Most people talk about their work and advertise their products and services
with marketing messages that don’t pull in new prospects. Whether you are
selling services or products, the most effective way to attract prospects is by
telling them how you can help them.
When you tell people you are a sales agent for a real estate firm, you’re only
talking about yourself, not what you do for your clients. Ditto when you tell
people you’ve got a sales training manual for sale. To get your prospects
attention you need to talk about what you do and your products in terms of
solutions and benefits.
If you’re selling oranges, which is most likely to get a sale.

VIP
Summary
In t his article
you will learn Six
ways to turn
prospects into
clients
by:
Improving your
marketing message.
Giving People a
reason to contact
you.
Establishing your
pricing in terms of
value.
Building Credibility.
Starting a
conversation
and

a.

“The best oranges anywhere.”

b.

“Quench your thirst right now with this organic and satisfying source of
vitamin C.”

A good marketing message helps prospects understand what you do and why
they should contact you. Whether you are selling oranges, real estate, sales
training or fitness, write your marketing message from your prospects’
perspective.

2.

instilling a sense of
urgency.

by: Charlie Cook
bio on pages
4 & 25

Give People a Reason to Contact You

Whether you want prospects to email you, call you or come to your exercise
facility, your objective is to get them to contact you. When they do, you can go
to work and start converting them to client status. How can you prompt a
prospect to contact you?
Index
Continued on the next page
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Everyone loves the chance to get something for free. Offer a free report, workshop or consultation. Make
sure its something related to what you’re selling and that your target market loves. In the last year my free
marketing guide has prompted over eleven thousand people to contact me.

3.

Establish Your Pricing in Terms of Value

Several years ago I paid a lawyer over thirty-five thousand dollars to write a sales contract. Why? Because it
helped me make almost a million dollars. When the company I was dealing with had financial problems,
thanks to my lawyer’s work, I still received every penny I was owed.
Whether your product or service sells for nineteen dollars or nineteen thousand dollars, your clients buy
because they have a clear understanding of how your product can help them and the value it provides.
Use your copy, questions and video clips to help people understand how much better off they will be
when they use your products and services. When prospects are confident they will get what they want
and expect, price becomes far less important.

4.

Build Credibility

People buy from those they know and trust. How can you get prospects to know and trust you? Whether
you have been in business for one month or one hundred years, endorsements from others are the most
effective way to establish your credibility. Place testimonials prominently in your marketing materials,
demonstrate to prospects that you know what you’re doing and that your products and services work.

5.

Start a Conversation to Create Opportunities

One of the key steps to helping prospects buy is to find out what they need and want. Once you know
what their interests are, you can show them the service or product that’s the best solution and you’re on
your way to completing a sale.
How can you get the conversation going even if you’re not face-to-face with a prospect? Ask questions.
Ask prospects what they need and want and give them a chance to tell you. Even if you’re not face-to-face
with a client, you can use your web site to generate a steady stream of qualified leads by using response
forms. Often all that’s needed to close the sale is a follow up phone call.

6.

Instill a Sense of Urgency

Have you ever put off buying something that you needed or wanted? How can you get your prospects to
avoid this black hole of procrastination?
Give prospects clear directions. Tell them what to do when and why. If you want them to fill in a form, tell
them how and why to do so. If you want them to buy your book, tell them how and why. If you want them to
give you information about themselves, give them a reason. If you want people to make a purchase right
away, motivate them with an impeding deadline.
Not every prospect will purchase your products or services today, but you can help them along. Use these
six marketing strategies to attract more prospects and be more successful. 2004 © In Mind
Communications, LLC. All rights reserved.
The author, Charlie Cook, helps service professionals and small business owners attract more clients and
be more successful. Sign up for the Frëe Marketing Plan eBook, “7 Steps to get more clients and grow
your business” at http://www.marketingforsuccess.com. TEC
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What We Do
Life Strategies Consulting
&

The Ebony Cactus magazine
provide

Training, Information, Strategic Solutions
in

Human Resources
Supplier Diversity
Business Management
Creating Opportunity
Creativity & Innovation
to
Minority Businesses & Fortune 1000 Companies
through

Cactus Radio TEC Magazine Seminars ProServices
resulting in

VALUE
through

Knowledge
Knowledge is “Information that can be used.” The mission of The Ebony
Cactus magazine and Life Strategies Consulting is to provide the knowledge
that makes opportunity possible.

Innovation
Creativity is a critical shared cultural value between minority communities
and American business. Harnessing this growing pool of creative and
unique thinking through the process of innovation will be the driving force
for business opportunity and growth in the 21st century.

International Exposure & Access
Thousands of minority and majority business leaders, professionals and
owners read The Ebony Cactus magazine and will listen to
Cactus Internet Radio
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Future Editions of the Ebony Cactus
September, 2004
21

Medical

October, 2004
6
21

Power Networking/Human Resources
Policy Makers

November, 2004
6
21

Non Profit Organization
Marketing

December, 2004
6
21

Holiday Gift ideas
Annual Index

Conference Call
UPCOMING MULTICULTURAL CONFERENCES
PROFESSIONALS IN 2004

AND SEMINARS FOR

Courtesy of Multicultural Marketing

SEPTEMBER
Sep 4-11 "Black Comedy & Party Cruise," Jamaica, Cayman Islands and Mexico, Upscale Magazine,
800-469-0091
Sep 12-13 "API - The Pan Asian Food and Beverage Trade Show," NJ, International Trade
Information, 818-591-2255
Sep 15-18 "U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Convention," Austin, TX, USHCC, 202-842-1212
Sep 16-19 "22nd National USHLI Conference," Chicago, United States Hispanic Leadership
Institute, 312-427-8683
Sep 30-Oct 3 "6th Annual Conference," Chicago, National Black Public Relations Society, 323-4668221

OCTOBER
Oct "The Caleidoscope of Culture Awards," Ntouch Communications Group, 301-265-5386
Oct 17-20 "National Minority Supplier Diversity Council," Washington D.C., NMSDC, 206-575-7748
Oct 31-Nov 2 "API - The Pan Asian Food and Beverage Trade Show," Toronto, International Trade
Information, 818-591-2255

NOVEMBER
Nov 7-9 "ANA Multicultural Marketing Conference," LA, Association of National Advertisers, 212-4558012
Index
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Why Advertise in The Ebony Cactus
1 . Demographics: Part of the mission of The Ebony Cactus
magazine is to showcase African American businesses to all
who could use their services. The magazine’s format is
simple, open and easy to read. The content is focused on
people and issues that will be both interesting and valuable
to both small and large business. In this case, small
business people include both those whose full time
occupation is their business and those who may have a full
time job, but work their own businesses on the side. These
are large demographics. Free access to the magazine via
the internet also works to increase the number of eyes
viewing the magazine.
2 . Capacity Building: To “Build Capacity” is to increase a
business’ ability to do more and to overcome barriers to its
growth. One way to accomplish this goal, is to build
synergistic relationships with other successful firms and/or
workers in an industry segment. The Ebony Cactus is a
source of timely and comprehensive information about what
African American businesses are doing and what services
they offer. This information will give you the data you need to
increase the capacity of your business and improve your
ability to grow.
3 . A New Application of Established Technologies :
Unlike a web based Ezine, The Ebony Cactus does not dwell
on the net. Instead, like any print magazine, is sent directly
to the reader. There it resides on their computer desktop just
as a newspaper would reside on the reader’s kitchen table.
From there the magazine can be read at any time. Macintosh
and P.C. users can view it equally well. If so desired, copies
can be made by the reader for their personal use. Add to this
the ability to hyperlink (weblink) directly from the magazine.
Now the direct link to your website can travel with The Ebony
Cactus wherever it goes.
The Ebony Cactus magazine is a powerful source of potent
information for small and large businesses alike. We encourage
you to use this service and allow us to help your business grow.
If you would like to know more, drop us a line at:
publisher@TheEbonyCactus.com. Let us help you Make
It Happen!

September 6,

2004 Broadband audio links

Welcome:
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/ecase104.mp3
Life Strategies Ad.
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/ecbau204.mp3
Lal Fernando
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/ecbse104.mp3
Johnie Funderburg
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/eccse104.mp3
Charles Hughes
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/ecdse104.mp3
Hon. Harold Ford Jr.
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/ecese104.mp3
Hon. Leah Landrum Taylor
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/ecfse104.mp3
Chief Jack Harris
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/ecgse104.mp3
Test File
http://www.cactusinternetradio.com/echau204.mp3

In d e x
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LEGAL
The various incarnations of the internet
are new and exciting vehicles for the distribution of
information. Regrettably, they are still far less than perfect
and not fully controlled or secure. The Ebony Cactus
magazine is distributed only by the website, by e-mail
subscription or by direct e-mail request. The Ebony Cactus
Magazine (TEC) therefor cannot warrant that the function
or operation of The Ebony Cactus magazine Electronic
Document, autoresponder, The Ebony Cactus website or
linked websites will be free of defects, that defects will be
corrected, or that they will be free of viruses or other
harmful elements.
As a visitor to and a user of The Ebony Cactus magazine or
Website, you, in effect, agree that your access will be
subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this legal
notice and that access is undertaken at your own risk. As a
visitor to and user of The Ebony Cactus Website or
Electronic Magazine, you must assume full responsibility
for any costs associated with servicing of equipment used
in connection with use of our site or documents. The
Ebony Cactus magazine shall not be liable for damages of
any kind related to your use of or inability to access the
website or opening the TEC magazine electronic file.
We endeavor to present the most recent, most accurate,
and most reliable information on our E-magazine and
Website at all times. However, there may be occasions
when some of the information featured in The Ebony
Cactus magazine or at
http://www.theebonycactus.com may contain
incomplete data, typographical errors, or inaccuracies. Any
errors are wholly unintentional. In addition, the opinions of
guest writers are their own and may not reflect the views of
TEC and thus TEC can not be held liable. Please be aware
that we present our content "as is" and make no claims to
its accuracy, either expressed or implied. We reserve the
right to amend errors, make changes to our Website, or to
update our magazine at any time without prior notice. To
the fullest extent permitted by law, The Ebony Cactus
magazine disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied.

How to Receive The
Ebony Cactus
Published twice monthly, The Ebony Cactus (TECH) is a
100% electronic magazine, no hard copies will be available.
To receive it, you need a recent model P.C. or Macintosh
computer equipped with E-mail and Adobe Acrobat
Reader 6.0. Adobe Acrobat Reader 4.0 will work, but some
features will not be available. Copies of The Ebony Cactus
may be accessed in the following manners:
1. E-mail subscription
You may subscribe to the Ebony Cactus by either sending
a subscription request to:
Subscriptions@theebonycactus.com or by clicking
the subscription link found at
http://www.theebonycactus.com
The latest edition will be sent to you twice monthly as an email attachment (see legal). Note, the subscription list is for
the use of TECH only. It will not be sold or distributed to
any outside parties. There is no subscription cost.
2. Download from the web page
Archived copies of the most recent and past editions of
The Ebony Cactus will be found at
http://www.theebonycactus.com for download (see
legal).
No cost.
3. Send it to a Friend
Knowledge is power. The Ebony Cactus magazine offers
knowledge. Empower your associates.
Tell them.

No part of this magazine may be used for business or
promotional use without a written request and permission
from the Publisher or the Editor.
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480.784.4444 - 520.321.1000
All Ticketmaster Outlets including Robinson’s May,
Tower Records, Wherehouse Music and Fry’s Marketplace

Watch Us Grow
www.CactusInternetRadio.com
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